In-situ Oxidation Study of Pt Nanoparticles on MgO(001)
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Abstract

Noble metal nanoparticles supported by oxide carriers are widely employed in heterogeneous catalysis. In order to improve catalyst efficiency it is important to understand oxidation processes on the atomic scale. Here we studied oxygen-induced shape changes of Pt nanoparticles on MgO(001) by means of in-situ surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) and x-ray reflectivity measurements (XRR). The x-ray results on the particle morphology were complemented by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies. The samples were prepared by means of physical vapor deposition and differed in average particle size and lateral particle size distribution. The oxygen-induced particle shape changes were found to be independent of particle size.
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and were characterized by the emergence of higher indexed facets. We propose a particle size-dependent oxidation behavior with a kinetically hindered bulk oxide formation. The formed bulk oxide structures were concluded to be (110)-oriented Pt₃O₄ and a modified structure of (0001)-oriented α-PtO₂. CO exposure of the oxidized particles did not lead to a shape change reversibility.
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**Introduction**

Pt nanoparticles dispersed on oxide carrier materials are widely used as heterogeneous catalysts with applications ranging from hydrocarbon and CO oxidation catalysis in exhaust converters to the production of fine chemicals\(^1,2\). Moreover, they are the most effective element employed in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells\(^3–10\).

In order to optimize catalyst activity, selectivity and lifetime it is inevitable to understand chemical reactions and oxidation processes on the atomic scale and under realistic pressure and temperature conditions\(^2,11–13\). This includes understanding the formation, structure and morphology of surface oxides on various particle facets and of bulk oxides at a later oxidation stage. It is necessary to track oxygen-induced nanoparticle shape changes since the exposure of new particle facets may lead to totally different physical particle properties\(^2,14–17\). In addition the CO oxidation mechanism over 4d and 5d transition metal surfaces and nanoparticles is a topic of current discussion\(^18–27\).

Single crystal surfaces such as Pt(111), Pt(100) and Pt(110) or higher indexed facets can be seen as model surfaces for nanoparticle facets for which initial oxygen adsorption and oxide formation have been extensively studied\(^28–50\)

For the Pt(111) surface an ultrathin α-PtO₂ layer consisting of two O-Pt-O trilayers was observed
as thickest oxide film forming under harsh oxidation conditions of 0.5 bar $O_2$ pressure at 770 K: in-situ surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) disclosed that it grows in a hexagon-on-hexagon arrangement leading to a $(8\times8)$ coincidence superstructure unit cell $^{34}$. In a recent study employing in-situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and DFT simulations the precursor to this trilayer oxide was proposed to be a PtO-like surface oxide coexisting with chemisorbed oxygen $^{35}$. The bulk oxide structure on the Pt(111) surface was found to consist of thermally stable three-dimensional clusters of $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ which are expected to be less reactive toward CO oxidation than lower coverage oxygen phases $^{36,41}$.

For oxygen coverages higher than 1 ML the growth of $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ oxide particles - preceded by a precursor state - was concluded to be promoted on the Pt(100) surface $^{41,42}$. This finding is in accordance with DFT calculations which propose the possibility of a $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ trilayer to emanate from a p$(2\times1)$ structure and to form on the Pt(100) surface $^{15}$. However, also Pt$_3$O$_4$ bulk oxide formation originating from a PtO-like structure was suggested $^{40}$.

On the Pt(110) surface oxygen exposure leads at a later oxidation stage to a phase consisting of $(12\times2)$ stripes oriented along the $\langle 1\overline{1}0 \rangle$ direction which progressively dominates with increasing temperature $^{46-48}$. According to DFT calculations $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ represents a stable bulk oxide structure $^{15,47}$. Recent studies in which AP-XPS, HP-STM and DFT calculations were combined propose at elevated $O_2$-pressures of 0.5 Torr the coexistence of $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ domains of at least two layers thickness along with regions of metallic Pt with chemisorbed oxygen $^{25}$. These results are in accordance with STM and SXRD measurements performed in a gas flow reactor $^{24}$: a distorted incommensurate $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ film and a commensurate $(1\times2)$ oxide layer were deduced, where the latter occurred to be the more active structure for CO oxidation and only stable when both $O_2$ and CO were present at sufficiently high temperatures.

Based on the Wulff construction $^{51}$ and on DFT calculations the thermodynamically stable equilibrium Pt particle shape in dependence of the oxygen chemical potential $\mu(p,T)$ was determined taking into account the stability of the various oxygen adsorption structures and surface oxides $^{15}$. These findings based on results obtained for the oxidation of single crystal surfaces, however, can-
not simply be assigned to the equivalent nanoparticle facets: the presence of vicinal surfaces and edges, the higher defect density and the influence of the substrate which are present in nanoparticle systems may lead to a different oxidation behavior which in turn might also affect catalyst performance \textsuperscript{13,52,53}. This underlines the explicit need for experimental in-situ studies of oxygen-induced nanoparticle shape changes and bulk oxide formation under realistic conditions.

Not much is known about the structure of completely oxidized Pt nanoparticles either. In a recent study combining atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), XPS and thermal programmed desorption (TPD) the size dependence of Pt nanoparticles with respect to bulk oxide formation and the thermal stability of the resulting Pt oxides was investigated \textsuperscript{54}. It was concluded that oxide formation was more favorable on smaller particles. By means of XPS the formed bulk oxide structures were identified as $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ (or Pt$_3$O$_4$) and PtO. The TPD measurements disclosed higher O$_2$ desorption temperatures for Pt nanoparticles than for a Pt(111) surface. However, since in XPS spectra the peaks of various Pt bulk oxides (PtO, $\alpha$-PtO$_2$, Pt$_3$O$_4$) can be found at similar energies it is very difficult to retrieve the true bulk oxide structures \textsuperscript{54–56}. To our knowledge studies revealing detailed information about the structure of oxidized epitaxial Pt nanoparticles and the spatial orientations of their oxides with respect to the substrate are missing so far but would be of utmost importance for an improved understanding of the oxidation process on an atomic scale.

In this work we present our results on oxygen-induced size and shape changes of Pt nanoparticles on an oxide support (MgO(001)) for temperatures between 493 K and 673 K and oxygen pressures ranging from UHV up to 500 mbar. The results were obtained by in-situ grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD), x-ray reflectometry (XRR) and complementary TEM measurements. In the experimental section the sample preparation as well as our approach to study and analyze particle size and shape changes will be outlined. We will present our results on the structure and morphology of the nanoparticles under UHV conditions. This includes information about particle size, shape and the epitaxial relationship of the particles with respect to the substrate. Since the two samples presented here were prepared under different conditions their morphological differ-
ences will be pointed out. Subsequently, we will present the particle size and shape changes that occurred during in-situ oxidation at 573 K and 493 K, respectively. Furthermore, the structure of the bulk oxides that had formed during oxidation at a slightly higher temperature of 673 K will be discussed. The results section will close with our findings on the CO exposure of the oxidized particles.

**Experimental**

Apart from the cube-on-cube epitaxy - referred to as $[100](001)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO}$ - two types of (111)-orientations - denoted by $[1\overline{1}0](111)_{Pt} || [110](001)_{MgO}$ and $[1\overline{1}0](111)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO}$ - have been observed so far for the growth of Pt particles on MgO(001)\textsuperscript{57–65}. Here we make use of the same notation for the different particle epitaxies as employed in \textsuperscript{57}. In the framework of our study we aimed at growing particles with cube-on-cube epitaxy since their particle shape can easily be deduced by mapping crystal truncation rod signals from particle facets in reciprocal space \textsuperscript{14}. The comparison between maps measured under UHV and oxidizing conditions yields the particle shape changes that occur during in-situ oxidation.

The first step in the sample preparation comprised the annealing of the empty MgO(001) substrates (10 mm $\times$ 10 mm $\times$ 1 mm with a miscut smaller than 0.1 $^\circ$) in air at 1273 K in a tube furnace for one hour where a heating and cooling rate of 20 K/min was used. Since annealing results in surface segregation of bulk impurities (mainly of Ca) the samples underwent thereafter repeated cycles of Ar$^+$ sputtering (U=600 V) and of annealing at 773 K under $10^{-5}$ mbar oxygen pressure in a stationary UHV chamber. The cleanliness of the surface was afterwards confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).

For the subsequent physical vapor deposition of Pt a substrate temperature of 973 K was used since it was in previous studies found to result in particles favoring cube-on-cube epitaxy \textsuperscript{57}. In case of sample I the sample heating was switched off directly after Pt deposition whereas sample II underwent further annealing at 1073 K for $\sim$30 more minutes. Prior to the synchrotron x-ray
investigations sample I had been in air whereas sample II had permanently been kept under UHV conditions.

The samples were investigated at the MPI-MF beamline at the ANKA synchrotron (ANgströmquelle KArlsruhe) at a photon energy of 10 keV using a point detector for reciprocal space mapping. The in-situ oxidation studies were carried out in a mobile UHV chamber suited for high pressure studies. It is equipped with a gasoline system for well-defined gas introduction and three pressure gauges - each appropriate for a different pressure region - allow to measure pressures ranging from UHV to 1.3 bars. The chamber includes a high pressure compatible filament heating station which reaches temperatures up to 923 K with an accuracy of ±20 K. Based on a calibration curve the temperature was controlled via its filament current. The incident angle of the beam was kept fixed at $\alpha_{in} = 0.22^\circ$ and thus slightly below the critical angle of MgO ($\alpha_{c,MgO} = 0.221^\circ$) in order to suppress bulk scattering and to enhance surface sensitivity.

For the quantitative analysis of the UHV particle shape and the oxygen-induced particle size changes of sample I two approved procedures were combined. Both assume as underlying model for the particle shape under UHV conditions a truncated octahedron according to the Wulff-Kashiew construction. As displayed in Fig. 1(a) this shape can be expressed by means of the four parameters $N_P$, $N_E$, $N_T$ and $N_B$.

In the first procedure the FWHMs (full width at half maximum) of scans through Pt particle Bragg peaks along high symmetry directions were calculated in dependence of the particle parameters and compared to the corresponding FWHMs obtained experimentally. In this way the average particle height and diameter of sample I under UHV and oxidizing conditions were obtained.
In the second procedure reciprocal space maps along directions containing particle facet signals were simulated in dependence of the particle parameters of Fig. 1. Fitting the simulated maps to the experimentally obtained ones by varying the background and a scaling factor resulted in the quantitative particle shape.

In the data analysis the size distribution of the particles was taken into account since it has an impact on the FWHM of the particle Bragg peaks. The size distribution was obtained by the analysis of various TEM plain view images two of which are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). For both samples the TEM plain view and cross section images were measured after the corresponding beamtimes and the successive in-situ oxidation cycles performed within. Aiming at the removal of possible formed oxides sample I had been annealed at 973 K for ~80 minutes, sample II at 923 K for ~40 minutes prior to the TEM measurements. For the TEM measurements slices of the sample were sandwiched face to face employing epoxy. After that the sandwiched sample was sliced along the ⟨110⟩MgO direction and ion-milled until perforation \(^{68}\). The measurements were carried out using a JEOL 4000 FX microscope and a GATAN Orius 200 C CCD camera at an electron acceleration of 400 kV. High resolution images in cross section view were performed in dark imaging mode whereas bright field imaging was used for measuring plain view images.

Results

Particle Structure and Morphology Prior to Oxidation

The top and centre curve in Fig. 2(a) show specular x-ray reflectivity (XRR) data measured on the two samples under UHV conditions at 573 K in case of sample I and 493 K in case of sample II. Sample I had before been exposed to 4.2\(\cdot 10^{-1}\) mbar O\(_2\) pressure and had afterwards been annealed under 1 \(\cdot 10^{-5}\) mbar O\(_2\) for ~50 minutes at 873 K. Sample II had prior to the reflectivity measurements been annealed under UHV at 873 K for ~25 minutes. As a comparison to these reflectivity data measured on MgO(001)-supported particles the solid curve at the bottom of Fig. 2(a) represents a reflectivity curve simulated for the case of an empty MgO(001) substrate. For
the simulation a similar surface roughness ($\sigma_{\text{MgO}}=11.37\,\text{Å}$) as present on sample I and II after Pt deposition was used.

Fig. 2: Results of specular reflectivity measurements: (a): measured data are depicted as open circles, data fits as solid lines. Top curve: sample I; central curve: sample II; bottom curve: reflectivity curve simulated for the case of a bare MgO(001) substrate ($\sigma_{\text{MgO}}=11.37\,\text{Å}$). (b): left: electron density profiles resulting from the fits; right: underlying fit models and obtained fit parameters; hatched areas represent the corresponding interface roughnesses.

The data fits are based on simple box models in which the particles are represented by closed Pt layers (Fig. 2 (b)). The fitting procedure uses a modified Parratt formalism in which the layer roughnesses are taken into account as Gaussian-shaped fluctuations around the layer interfaces. Comparing the fitted electron density with the density literature value of bulk Pt yields the percental coverage of the particles. In case of sample I it amounts to 42 %, in case of sample II to 34 %. The particle heights were found to comprise 37 Å and 49 Å for sample I and sample II, respectively. The on average higher particles on sample II can be explained by particle sintering during the annealing process directly after Pt deposition. As explained in the supporting material the use of the box model leads to a general underestimation of the fit parameter for the particle height.

The analysis of TEM plain view images (Fig. 3) yielded similar results for the percental particle coverage: 41 % in case of sample I and 40 % in case of sample II. Furthermore, the horizontal size distribution of the particles was concluded to comprise 57 % and 83 % for sample I and II, respectively.

The epitaxial relationship of the particles with respect to the substrate was obtained by per-
Fig. 3: Examples of TEM plain view images measured on sample I (a) and sample II (b). The insets show binary images\textsuperscript{69} used for analyzing the horizontal size distribution of the particles. (c): number of particles in dependence of the particle diameter found for sample I (△) and sample II (○); in order to obtain the size distribution the data was fitted with Gaussians (solid lines).
Fig. 4: Rocking scans through (220)-type Pt Bragg peaks performed on sample II, (a): on the as-prepared particles at 493 K: Bragg peaks belonging to particles with ([100](001)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO})- and ([11̅0](111)_{Pt} || [110](001)_{MgO})-type epitaxies can be seen; (b): after annealing at 873 K for 25 minutes: additional peaks separated by 15° belonging to the ([11̅0](111)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO}) epitaxy and shoulders (indicated by arrows) on the other peaks appeared. (c): in-plane reciprocal space map of Pt Bragg peak positions found in the scan displayed in (a): ◇: Bragg peaks of the ([100](001)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO}) epitaxy; ◦, ⊗: Bragg peaks of two domains of the ([11̅0](111)_{Pt} || [110](001)_{MgO}) epitaxy; ●: MgO Bragg peaks. (d): in-plane reciprocal space map of Pt Bragg peak positions found in the scan displayed in (b): black symbols: Bragg peak positions of two domains of the ([11̅0](111)_{Pt} || [100](001)_{MgO}) epitaxy that occurred after annealing; grey symbols: Bragg peaks of the ([11̅0](111)_{Pt} || [110](001)_{MgO}) epitaxy already present in (c) are indicated by grey symbols. The scans of (a) and (b) are represented by solid circles; straight dashed, dash-dotted and solid lines indicate unit cells of the discussed particle epitaxies.
forming rocking scans through Pt particle Bragg peaks (see Fig. 4). The rocking scan of Fig. 4(a) displays (220)-type peaks that are 90° apart and highest in intensity. They belong to particles growing with cube-on-cube epitaxy. Peaks of (111)-oriented particles appear every 30° and belong to two domains of the [110](111)Pt || [110](001)MgO epitaxy. Fig. 4(c) indicates the scan position of Fig. 4(a) with respect to the Bragg peaks of the cube-on-cube and (111)-type epitaxies. According to integrated intensities the particles growing with (111)-orientation comprise only 15% whereas the particles growing in cube-on-cube epitaxy constitute 85% and are thus clearly predominant. Peaks of the other (111)-type epitaxy - denoted by [110](111)Pt || [100](001)MgO - were clearly not present under these conditions. The high background in the scan of Fig. 4(a) implies a relatively high fraction of disordered polycrystalline Pt present on the sample surface.

Fig. 4(b) shows the same type of scan performed after the sample had been annealed at 873 K for ~25 minutes. The annealing led to the emergence of additional peaks belonging to the [110](111)Pt || [100](001)MgO-type epitaxy as well as to shoulders on the Bragg peaks of higher intensity. Fig. 4(d) displays the position of the scan of Fig. 4(b) with respect to in-plane Bragg peak positions belonging to two domains of the old (grey symbols) and the new (black symbols) (111)-epitaxy which emerged after annealing. Compared to the scan of Fig. 4(a) the background had strongly decreased.

We propose that annealing led to ordering of the powder and to formation of particles growing with [110](111)Pt || [110](001)MgO-type epitaxy as well as to particles which are misoriented with respect to the main epitaxies and which hence give rise to the peak shoulders. After annealing particles with cube-on-cube epitaxy are still predominant and comprise 85%, where the shoulders were included in the integration. Particles belonging to the [110](111)Pt || [110](001)MgO epitaxy constitute 13%, particles belonging to the [110](111)Pt || [110](001)MgO epitaxy amount to 2%. Shoulder intensities on the larger peaks deviate up to 10-11° from the peak maxima. These findings are in accordance with a combined experimental and theoretical study which proposes that for clusters with a diameter smaller than 2 nm not only the [110](111)Pt || [110](001)MgO-type epitaxy is favorable but also misorientation angles up to 15° 57. The most stable misorientations
were calculated to appear up to 11° of deviation\textsuperscript{57}. Thus, we assume that the newly formed particles are of a rather small size. In line with this assumption are our TEM plain view measurements on sample II which - contrary to measurements performed on sample I - revealed a large lateral particle size distribution and the presence of a multitude of smaller particles.

Fig. 5: (a): Experimentally obtained reciprocal space map of sample I measured under UHV conditions in the (H+K=2)-plane at 573 K; dashed lines indicate the calculated positions for (001)- and (111)-type facets signals, the peaks labeled A and B stem from internal twinning, the dashed circle indicates the intensity caused by particles tilte with respect to the surface normal. (b): corresponding fit of the lower part of the map (dashed box) from which the parameters \(N_\text{P}=23, N_\text{E}=7, N_\text{T}=13\) and \(N_\text{B}=9\) were deduced. (c): quantitative particle shape obtained from the fit. (d): TEM cross section view of a particle on sample I measured after the in-situ oxidation studies and annealing.

According to our quantitative Bragg peak analysis (see online supporting material) the particle diameter and height of sample I under UHV conditions at 573 K were concluded to amount to \(H=47\pm10\ \text{Å}\) and \(D=64\pm6\ \text{Å}\). The FWHM of the Bragg peaks in case of sample II yield at 493 K and under UHV conditions a particle height and diameter of \(H=58\pm4\ \text{Å}\) and \(D=112\pm8\ \text{Å}\).
Reciprocal space mapping was used to obtain the quantitative particle shape under UHV conditions. Fig. 5(a) shows the reciprocal space map in the (H+K=2, L)-plane measured on sample I. It is centered around the Pt(111) Bragg peak and displays crystal truncation rod signals from (001)-, (111)- and (110)-type particle facets. The strong intensity of the (111)- and (001)-type signals indicates that these facets dominate the particle shape under these conditions as expected from the Wulff-construction. The ring-like smearing out of the Pt(111) Bragg peak signal is caused by particles that are tilted with respect to the surface normal. The location of this additional intensity is indicated by the dashed circle segment in Fig. 5(a) and overlaps with possible signal of (110)-type side facets. Maps measured in the horizontal reciprocal space plane confirmed the existence of both (110)-type and (100)-type side facets. The areas with higher intensities labeled A and B stem from internal twinning. Comparing their signal intensity to the Bragg peak intensity yields the percentage of planes with inverted stacking compared to regular planes which amounts to only 0.15%.

For the quantitative particle shape analysis the lower part of the experimental map (Fig. 5(b)) was simulated for a large number of parameter sets \( (N_P, N_E, N_T, N_B) \), where - based on the results of the quantitative Bragg peak analysis - the parameter \( N_P \) was only varied in the small range of \( N_P=23 \pm 2 \), see online supporting material. The simulated maps were fitted to the experimental ones by varying a background signal and a scaling factor. From the fit results and the comparison to the TEM cross section images the particle parameters \( N_P=23, N_E=7, N_T=13 \) and \( N_B=9 \) were obtained (see supporting material), the corresponding particle shape is shown in Fig. 5(c). This corresponds to an average particle height of \( H=43 \pm 4 \text{Å} \) which is in good accordance with the Bragg peak analysis results. Moreover, the adhesion energy of the MgO(001)-supported particles was estimated to \( E_{adh} = \gamma_{100} \cdot \frac{N_T-N_B}{N_T} = 26.1 \text{meV Å}^2 \), which is significantly lower than for Rh on MgO(100) \( (108 \text{meV Å}^2) \) \(^{14}\). Here \( \gamma_{100} = 0.113 \text{eV Å} \) denotes the surface energy of the unreconstructed Pt(001) surface as calculated in \(^{15}\). Fig. 5(d) shows a TEM cross section image of a particle of sample I recorded after the in-situ oxidation studies (see next section) and additional annealing.
Oxygen-Induced Structure and Shape Changes

In the previous section we reported on the particle structure and morphology under UHV conditions. Here, we discuss the particle size and shape changes that occurred when changing to oxidizing conditions. The in-situ oxidation was in case of both samples carried out by means of a stepwise controlled increase of oxygen pressure. Meanwhile linescans in the (H+K=2, L)-plane at constant L-values sensitive to particle facet signals (sample I: L=0.78; sample II: L=0.83) were performed. This allowed the immediate observation of possible intensity changes in the particle facet signals which would directly point to a change in the particle shape.

For sample I shape changes were found to set in at a temperature of 573 K and an oxygen pressure of $4.0 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar ($\mu$=-0.92 eV). Fig. 6(a) shows the reciprocal space map measured at this temperature and oxygen pressure range. In Fig. 6(c) linescans sensitive to particle facet signals are shown that were extracted from the map of Fig. 6(a) (oxidizing conditions) and the map of Fig. 5(a) (UHV conditions). The linescans in Fig. 6(c) reveal an intensity increase in the region between the (111)- and (001)-type facets when changing to oxidizing conditions which can be traced back to the emergence of higher indexed facets. Their formation can also be retrieved from the difference map displayed in Fig. 6(b) which gives an overview of the global intensity changes. The intensity increase could not be ascribed to any specific type of facets so we assume the emergence of various high indexed facets accompanied by a general roundening of the particles. Furthermore, a strong decrease of (111)-type facet signals and a weak decrease of (110)-type facet signals - whose surface normal lies in the horizontal plane - point towards the shrinking of these facets when approaching the $10^{-3}$ mbar regime.

Moreover, under these conditions the intensity distribution along the (001)-rod appeared has varied. As can be viewed in the difference map the signal slightly decreased above and strongly increased below the Pt(111) Bragg peak. This indicates that the very top Pt layer was lifted up, probably due to strain effects caused by surface oxide formation or oxygen adsorption. Fur-
Fig. 6: (a): Reciprocal space map of sample I measured at 573 K in the (H+K=2,L)-plane after oxidizing to $6.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar; dashed lines indicate the calculated positions of (001)- and (111)-type facet signals. (b): difference map in the (H+K=2,L)-plane obtained by subtracting the map measured under oxidizing conditions from the map measured under UHV via $I_{UHV} - I_{10^{-3} \text{mbar}}$. As a guide to the eye expected positions of some higher indexed facet signals are indicated by dashed lines. (c): linescans at $L=0.74$ taken from the maps before (○) and after oxidizing (solid line) to $6.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar. The dashed line was taken from a map which was measured at 500 mbar oxygen pressure. The positions of (001)- and (111)-type facets are indicated by vertical dashed lines.
direction. This indicates that the out-of-plane Pt lattice parameter increased ($\Delta a_{001}=0.028 \, \text{Å}$) and that oxygen adsorption or surface oxide formation not only had an impact on the Pt atoms at the very outside of the particles but also on the position of the inner Pt atoms. This finding is in accordance with a recent XRD study from Pt nanoparticle powders which disclosed that Pt diffraction peaks shifted to lower angles due to surface relaxations. When increasing the oxygen pressure further to 500 mbar the intensity changes along the (001)-rod of sample I became even more pronounced since the intensity below the Pt Bragg peak increased further. Also the signals of higher indexed facets continued to slightly gain intensity. Still, it is evident that the main particle shape change took place in the $10^{-3}$ mbar oxygen pressure range.

On sample II the oxygen-induced shape changes were found to set in at an oxygen pressure of $1.1 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar at a temperature of 493 K ($\mu=-0.83$ eV). As in the case of sample I the changes were characterized by the emergence of higher indexed facets and a decrease of signal intensity of the (111)-type facets. However, neither pronounced Bragg peak shifts nor any intensity variations along the (001)-rod were observed. Thus, we propose that for the on average larger particles of sample II oxygen adsorption and surface oxide formation had a much weaker impact on the atomic positions. This is in accordance with aforementioned XRD studies that concluded peak shifts on Pt diffraction peaks to be inversely proportional to the particle size. However, one has to bear in mind that the different behavior of the two samples may not only be traced back to the different particle size but also to the significant differences in temperature and oxygen chemical potential during in-situ oxidation.

Our quantitative Bragg peak analysis finds the particle diameter and height under oxidizing conditions in the $10^{-3}$ mbar oxygen range to comprise $D=61\pm6 \, \text{Å}$, $H=45\pm8 \, \text{Å}$ in case of sample I and $D=108\pm4 \, \text{Å}$, $H=58\pm2 \, \text{Å}$ in case of sample II. The removal of one single Pt layer from fcc sites on top of a particle would correspond to a height decrease of 2 Å. The size decrease deduced for the two samples is - if at all present - on the same order of magnitude (UHV: sample I: $H=47\pm10 \, \text{Å}$, $D=64\pm6 \, \text{Å}$; sample II: $H=58\pm4 \, \text{Å}$, $D=112\pm8 \, \text{Å}$). This supports the assumption that the particle shape changes were triggered off by thin surface oxides.
At $10^{-3}$ mbar oxygen pressure our x-ray reflectivity results find a particle height of 33.6 Å for sample I at 573 K and 48.1 Å for sample II at 493 K. These values are close to the ones found under UHV conditions which is in line with the small size changes deduced from our Bragg peak width analysis. Please note again the underestimation of particle height in the fit results of the reflectivity measurements (see supporting material).

Pt Bulk Oxide Formation

The oxygen-induced particle shape changes discussed in the previous section occurred for sample I at an oxygen chemical potential of $\mu$=-0.92 eV (T=573 K, $p_{O_2}$=4.0·$10^{-3}$ mbar), for sample II at $\mu$=-0.83 eV (T=493 K, $p_{O_2}$=1.1·$10^{-4}$ mbar). Under these conditions we could not detect any bulk oxide signals although according to DFT calculations \textsuperscript{15} bulk oxides (Pt$_3$O$_4$ and $\alpha$-PtO$_2$) should start to form at oxygen chemical potentials of $\mu$=-0.85 eV or slightly higher. However, for sample II after having increased the temperature to 673 K ($p_{O_2}$=1.1·$10^{-4}$ mbar, $\mu$=-1.06 eV) bulk oxide structure signals were found. This indicates that bulk oxide formation is kinetically hindered. Our experimental data can be understood by the coexistence of a hexagonal and a cubic oxide phase which we could identify as a modified version of (0001)-oriented $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ and (110)-oriented Pt$_3$O$_4$ (see next paragraph; the corresponding bulk oxide unit cells are depicted in Fig. 9).

In order to determine the formed structures we performed reference scans in reciprocal space which are shown in Fig. 7(b),(c) and in Fig. 8. Fig. 7(a) indicates the position of the in-plane scans of Fig. 7(b) and (c) by solid lines labeled "A" and "B". In the rocking scan "A" of Fig. 7(b) oxide peaks appear every 30° and imply the formation of a hexagonal oxide structure with two domains. The reflections at $\omega$=-125° and $\omega$=-35° are much higher in intensity and are 90° apart which points to the existence of an additional oxide phase with two- or fourfold symmetry. Information on the out-of-plane structure of the bulk oxides was retrieved from L scans at distinct (H,K) values: the scan in Fig. 8(a) was obtained at position C in Fig. 7(a), probing the hexagonal bulk oxide only. The L scan at position D in Fig. 7(a) probes both the hexagonal and cubic oxide phase at the same
Fig. 7: (a): In-plane reciprocal space map indicating the scan directions of (b) and (c) as solid lines denoted by A and B; ○, ●: Bragg peaks of the two $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ domains; ■: Pt Bragg peak of the [100](001)$_{Pt} \parallel [100](001)_{MgO}$-epitaxy; the peaks labeled C and D served as starting points for the out-of-plane scans in Fig. Figure 8. (b)+(c): in-plane-scans performed at $T=673$ K after oxidizing to $3.8 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar O$_2$ and subsequent annealing at 923 K for 40 minutes: (b): in-plane rocking scan A showing every 90° peaks of higher intensity (cubic oxide phase) and every 30° peaks of lower intensity (hexagonal oxide phase). (c): linescan at B displaying oxide peaks that belong to the hexagonal phase; the top curve (●) was measured directly after oxidizing to $3.8 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar, the lower scan (○) after additional annealing at 923 K.
Fig. 8: Out-of-plane scans through oxide peaks from the hexagonal (a) and the cubic (b) oxide phase. Their in-plane starting points are labeled C and D in Fig. 7 (a). Oxide peaks are indicated by arrows, at L=1.0 in (b) the Pt (111) Bragg peak of the domain with [100](001)\_\text{Pt} \parallel [100](001)\_\text{MgO} epitaxy can be seen.

Table 1: As found in literature \textsuperscript{40,72–74}, experimentally observed and DFT calculated (in parenthesis) lattice constants for Pt bulk oxide structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>structure</th>
<th>$\alpha$-PtO$_2$ \textsuperscript{40,72}</th>
<th>Pt$_3$O$_4$ \textsuperscript{40,72}</th>
<th>PtO \textsuperscript{40,73}</th>
<th>$\beta$-PtO$_2$ \textsuperscript{40,74}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a [Å]</td>
<td>3.10 (3.14)</td>
<td>5.59 (5.65)</td>
<td>3.08 (3.10)</td>
<td>4.48 (4.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b [Å]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.52 (4.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c [Å]</td>
<td>4.28-4.40 (5.81)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.34 (5.41)</td>
<td>3.14 (3.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to identify the bulk oxide phases corresponding to the observed diffraction peaks we compared the experimental d-spacings, i.e. peak positions ("exp. d-spacings"), with structures found in literature (\textsuperscript{40,72–74}, see table 1). This comparison included the Pt bulk oxides $\alpha$-PtO$_2$, Pt$_3$O$_4$, PtO and $\beta$-PtO$_2$. From our data we find the lattice parameters of the hexagonal oxide phase to be a=3.19 Å and c=4.49 Å, which is in good agreement with the referenced experimental values for $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ \textsuperscript{40}. The hexagonal oxide’s inplane lattice matches the Pt(100) surface, which explains the slight increase in a. The discrepancy between our experimentally obtained c value and the theoretically obtained one found in \textsuperscript{72} may be explained by the intrinsic difficulty to calculate d-spacings for van-der-Waals bound layers, as present along the c axis in $\alpha$-PtO$_2$. In support of
Table 2: Comparison between d-spacings obtained from our data ("exp. d-spacings") and obtained from experimental literature values of Pt bulk oxides. Only for \( \alpha \)-PtO\(_2\) ("mod. \( \alpha \)-PtO\(_2\)"") the d-spacings were modified according to our experimentally found lattice constants \( a = 3.19\) Å and \( c = 4.49\) Å. d-spacings belonging to peaks of the hexagonal and cubic peak pattern are indicated by \( h \) and \( c \), respectively. Miller indices of corresponding scattering planes are shown in paranthesis; d-spacings of Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\) and PtO peaks which would match peaks from the hexagonal phase are written in squared brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-0.37 1.37 0.00)</td>
<td>2.76(^h)</td>
<td>2.76 (010)</td>
<td>[2.80 (200)]</td>
<td>[2.67 (002)]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-0.63 2.36 0.00)</td>
<td>1.60(^h)</td>
<td>1.60 (1(\bar{2})0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.37 0.37 0.00)</td>
<td>2.76(^h)</td>
<td>2.76 (100)</td>
<td>[2.80 (200)]</td>
<td>[2.67 (002)]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.37 1.37 0.00)</td>
<td>2.76(^h)</td>
<td>2.76 (010)</td>
<td>[2.80 (200)]</td>
<td>[2.67 (002)]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.37 1.37 0.88)</td>
<td>2.35(^h)</td>
<td>2.35 (011)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.37 1.37 1.74)</td>
<td>1.75(^h)</td>
<td>1.74 (012)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-1.00 1.00 0.00)</td>
<td>2.76(^{h,c})</td>
<td>2.76 (1(\bar{1})0)</td>
<td>2.80 (200)</td>
<td>2.67 (002)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.00 1.00 0.00)</td>
<td>2.76(^{h,c})</td>
<td>2.76 (100)</td>
<td>2.80 (200)</td>
<td>2.67 (002)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.00 1.00 2.00)</td>
<td>1.60(^c)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.61 (222)</td>
<td>1.54 (020)</td>
<td>1.59 (220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.00 1.00 1.74)</td>
<td>1.75(^h)</td>
<td>1.74 (012)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \alpha \)-PtO\(_2\) is moreover the fact that it is the only known hexagonal Pt oxide and thus the only structure that can explain the peak pattern found in the scans shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The mere consideration of the obtained d-spacings allows to rule out orthorhombic \( \beta \)-PtO\(_2\) immediately.

Considering in table 2 the d-spacing values for the cubic bulk oxide phase one finds that both Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\) and PtO - could be possible candidates although the values of Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\) match our experimentally obtained ones ("exp. d-spacings") better. However, PtO can fully be excluded since the spatial orientation of the Pt bulk oxide with respect to the found oxide peak positions only matches for Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\) (see supporting material). Also the GeS-type structure, which was recently calculated to be the most stable structure for PtO, does not match our experimental data.

From the full width half maximum of the peaks belonging to the hexagonal and cubic oxide phase in the scans of Fig. 8 the oxide particle heights were estimated to \(H = 56\) Å and \(H = 53\) Å, respectively. Taking into account the respective Pt atom density within and the respective volume of their corre-
sponding oxide unit cells the original Pt particle height and diameter amounted to \(H=21 \ \text{Å}, \ D=41 \ \text{Å}\) (\(\alpha\)-PtO\(_2\)) and \(H=27 \ \text{Å}, \ D=53 \ \text{Å}\) (Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\)) before oxidation. Thus, we assume that the bulk oxides formed from the smaller nanoparticles whereas the larger particles underwent the oxygen-induced shape changes discussed earlier. Such a size-dependent oxidation behaviour was also reported for other nanoparticle systems \(^{54,76,77}\).

In order to study whether the oxygen-induced shape changes are reversible we exposed the oxidized samples to CO (sample I: \(4.9 \cdot 10^{-4} \ \text{mbar CO for } \sim 20 \ \text{min at } 573 \ \text{K}; \) sample II: \(1.2 \ \text{mbar CO for } \sim 20 \ \text{min at } 673 \ \text{K})\): as can be concluded from Fig. 10 the linescans measured on the oxidized particles compared to the ones measured after CO exposure look very similar in case of both samples. Thus, we infer that CO did not have any impact on the shape of the oxidized particles and that no shape change reversibility occured. Even exposure to higher CO pressures (1.2 mbar) at elevated temperatures (\(T=673 \ \text{K}\)) as well as subsequent annealing at higher temperatures (once at 903 K for 35 minutes before CO exposure and once at 923 K for 35 minutes after CO exposure) as performed on sample II did not lead to a shape change reversibility. Pursuant to these observations we conclude that the surface oxides formed on the particle facets are kinetically very stable and are not very reactive towards CO oxidation.

![Unit cells](a): modified \(\alpha\)-PtO\(_2\) (\(a=3.19 \ \text{Å}, \ c=4.49 \ \text{Å}\)) - (b): simple cubic Pt\(_3\)O\(_4\) (\(a=5.59 \ \text{Å}\)).

Furthermore, we find that the Pt bulk oxide structures are thermally very stable. The top curve in Fig. 7(c) was measured directly after oxidizing to \(3.8 \cdot 10^{-3}\) mbar oxygen pressure whereas the bottom curve was recorded after an additional annealing cycle at 923 K for \(\sim 40 \ \text{minutes}\). Subsequent to this annealing bulk oxide signals at 0.5 and 1.5 in \(\langle \bar{1}10 \rangle\) direction were still present.
Fig. 10: Linescans measured on sample I (a) at L=0.78 and sample II (b) at L=0.83 under UHV conditions (○; sample I: T=573 K; sample II: T=593 K), under oxidizing conditions (♦; sample I: T=573 K, p=500 mbar O$_2$; sample II: T=493 K, p=1.53·10$^{-3}$ mbar O$_2$) and after CO exposure (solid line; sample I: T=573 K, p=4.9·10$^{-4}$ mbar CO; sample II: T=673 K, p=1.2 mbar CO).

**Discussion**

According to our data additional annealing after Pt deposition leads to on average larger particles, a wider particle size distribution and to polycrystalline Pt. The latter was found to result in additional smaller particles upon subsequent annealing. We propose that the wider size distribution and the on average larger particles on sample II can be traced back to Ostwald-ripening during annealing after deposition. Our data show that the percentage of (111)-oriented particles is higher on this additionally annealed sample. This is in disagreement with results of previous studies in which additional annealing after deposition resulted in particles favouring cube-on-cube epitaxy$^{57}$. On the other hand in our case the particles on the extra annealed sample II are on average larger than on sample I. Thus, the (111)-orientation is likely to be energetically more favorable for the particles of sample II$^{63–65}$.

In the following our experimental findings on the particle shape and oxygen-induced shape changes will be compared to the theoretical results in$^{15}$. In this comparison it has to be taken into account that the theoretical calculations only consider a limited number of possible particle facet orientations and that they were performed for unsupported particles.

As proposed by theory the equilibrium particle shape under UHV conditions consists of (111)- and (001)-type facets decorated by some higher indexed facets which is in good accordance with
our experimental findings. By simulating the reciprocal space map under UHV conditions we obtained a ratio of the surface energies belonging to the (001)- and (111)-type facets which amounts to $(\frac{\gamma_{001}}{\gamma_{111}})_{\text{exp}} = \sqrt{3} \left(\frac{13}{33} \pm \frac{2}{23}\right) = 0.98 \pm 0.26$. For the theoretically calculated surface energies this ratio yields $(\frac{\gamma_{001}}{\gamma_{111}})_{\text{unr}} = 1.215$ in the case of an unreconstructed Pt(001) top facet while assuming a $(1 \times 5)$ reconstruction results in a ratio of $(\frac{\gamma_{001}}{\gamma_{111}})_{\text{rec}} = 1.054$. Since the latter value is closer to the experimentally obtained one we propose that reconstructions form on the (001)-type facets to lower their surface energy as is the case on (001) single crystal surfaces. This is in line with previous experimental SEM studies performed on micron-sized Pt particles which revealed that the surface energy of Pt(100)-type facets is comparable and even lower than the one of Pt(111)-facets.\textsuperscript{78}

Experimentally we found that the oxygen-induced shape changes set in at $4.0 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar ($T=573$ K) and at $1.1 \cdot 10^{-4}$ mbar ($T=493$ K), respectively. This corresponds to the respective oxygen chemical potentials of $\mu = -0.92$ eV and -0.83 eV. The emergence of higher indexed facets at the expense of the size of the (111)-type facets which we deduced from our experimental findings is in accordance with theoretical expectations\textsuperscript{15}. These results are moreover in line with environmental high resolution electron microscope (ETEM) studies that concluded a particle roundening linked to a decrease of (111) particle facets under oxidizing conditions\textsuperscript{79}. However, while ETEM traces the performance of limited local particle ensembles our SXRD studies probed large sample areas and thus enabled to determine the average particle behavior on the samples. Contrary to our findings theory proposes the first shape changes to occur at an oxygen chemical potential of $\mu = -1.4$ eV and suggests a round particle shape already at $\mu = -1.2$ eV. We assume that the experimentally found delay of the particle shape change when going to higher oxygen pressures can be explained by kinetically hindered oxygen adsorption or surface oxide formation. At a chemical potential of $\mu = -1.0$ eV theory expects the nanoparticles to consist of mainly (111)- and (110)-type facets. According to our experimental findings, however, the (110)-type facets rather seem to decrease in size when approaching this chemical potential. Thus, we come to the conclusion that the stability of the $(12 \times 2)$-reconstruction on the (110)-type facets might be overestimated or that the formation of the reconstruction might not take place on nanosized particles due to geometrical constraints. A
further difference can be seen in the fact that for a chemical potential of \( \mu = -1.0 \) eV theory expects the (001)-type facets to be negligibly small since dereconstruction of the (001)-surface is expected to cost much energy. From our experiments, however, we concluded under these conditions and even at higher chemical potentials the nanoparticles to still be dominated by (001)-type facets. Since we evidenced bulk oxide formation on sample II after increasing the temperature from 493 K to 673 K we assume that it is kinetically hindered at lower temperatures as proposed in 41,42. At 673 K bulk oxides were present at an oxygen pressure of \( 3.8 \times 10^{-3} \) mbar \( (\mu = -1.06 \) eV) and thus even at lower chemical oxygen potentials than theoretically expected \( (\mu_{\text{theo}} = -0.85 \) eV 15). Apart from the temperature as main driving force we propose that also the particle size may play a role in bulk oxide formation which is in good accordance with other results supporting size-dependent bulk oxide formation for nanoparticle systems 54,76,77: we assume that only the smallest particles with \( H \leq 30 \) Å - present only significantly on sample II due to its wider particle size distribution - became fully oxidized under the aforementioned conditions. We propose that the surface oxides on the larger particles of sample II may act as protection against bulk oxide formation which in turn might also at 673 K still be kinetically hindered 41,42,80,81. On sample I we were not able to observe any bulk oxide signals at oxygen pressures as high as 500 mbar and a temperature of 573 K \( (\mu = -0.595 \) eV). Also in this case we assume precursor-mediated kinetics for which surface oxides inhibit bulk oxide formation which is moreover kinetically hindered due to too low temperatures. Our results clearly show that the majority of bulk oxides formed on sample II displayed the structure of (110)-oriented Pt$_3$O$_4$ which disagrees with DFT studies according to which \( \alpha \)-PtO$_2$ bulk oxides are regarded to be thermodynamically more stable, especially for smaller particles 82. Our findings partially agree with a recent XPS study on oxidized Pt nanoparticles in which \( \alpha \)-PtO$_2$ and PtO were assigned to be the formed bulk oxides 54. Whereas it is not possible to distinguish between Pt$_3$O$_4$ and PtO$_2$ species by uniquely regarding XPS binding energies 54–56 our XRD results provide crucial structural information. However, it also has to be taken into account that the Pt nanoparticles in the aforementioned XPS study are of no specific epitaxy and that the particle bulk oxides were obtained by O$_2$ plasma exposure at room temperature which complicates the compar-
ison to our results.
It is striking that the portion of the cubic bulk oxides (79 \%) compared to the one of the hexagonal phases (21 \%) corresponds well to the portion of particles growing with cube-on-cube epitaxy (85 \%) compared to the ones growing with a (111)-orientation (15 \%). Particles with cube-on-cube epitaxy expose large (001)-type facets which should facilitate the growth of cubic Pt$_3$O$_4$ \[^{40}\]. Thus a tentative explanation could be that Pt$_3$O$_4$ starts to form for particles with cube-on-cube epitaxy while hexagonal $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ might form on particles growing with hexagonal (111)-type epitaxies. However, it has to be taken into account that the (001)-oriented MgO substrate might influence the resulting particle bulk oxide structure leading to a higher percentage of cubic Pt$_3$O$_4$.

The high thermal stability which we found for our oxidized particles is in agreement with previous studies on oxidized Pt nanoparticles \[^{41,54}\]. It was assumed that kinetic barriers stabilize the Pt oxide particles against thermal decomposition \[^{41}\]. Particle size-dependent thermal stability was observed in a XPS and TPD study: the highest oxygen desorption temperatures were found for 2 nm-sized nanoparticles at temperatures of 921 - 925 K \[^{54}\]. In a previous XPS study traces of PtO were observed even up to 1000 K \[^{83}\].

**Conclusions**

In summary, we studied oxygen-induced shape changes and bulk oxide formation of MgO(001)-supported Pt nanoparticles by means SXRD, XRR and complementary TEM measurements. We found the equilibrium particle shape under UHV conditions mainly to consist of (111)-and (001)-type facets and thus to be close to the shape obtained from the Wulff-Kashiew construction when taking into account reconstructions on the (001)-type particle facets.

The main oxygen-induced shape changes on the two samples were found to occur at oxygen pressures of 4.0 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ mbar} (T=573 K) and at 1.1 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{ mbar} (T=493 K), respectively. They were characterized by the formation of higher indexed facets at the expense of (111)-type facets. These shape changes were induced by surface oxides and set in at higher oxygen chemical potentials.
than theoretically expected. This indicates that surface oxide formation is kinetically hindered at the aforementioned temperatures. A kinetic hindrance also explains the fact that it was a higher temperature of 673 K ($p_{O_2}=3.8 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ mbar}$) at which bulk oxides were inferred to have formed. We concluded that only smaller particles ($H \leq 30 \text{ Å}$) became fully oxidized. Two domains of (110)-oriented $\text{Pt}_3\text{O}_4$ and two domains of (0001)-oriented $\alpha$-$\text{PtO}_2$ bulk oxides were found to coexist and appeared to be thermally very stable since they could not be removed by repeated annealing at 923 K. In contrast to the results found for MgO(001)-supported Rh and Pd nanoparticles CO exposure of the oxidized Pt particles did not lead to a shape change reversibility $^{14,17}$. This indicates that the formed oxides might be inactive in CO oxidation reactions.
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